Abstract. We study rank-1 sheaves and stable pairs on a del Pezzo surface. We obtain an embedding of the moduli space of limit stable pairs into a smooth space. The embedding induces a perfect obstruction theory [LT98, BF97], which agrees with the usual deformation-obstruction theory [Lin18] . The perfect obstruction theory defines a virtual fundamental class on the moduli space. Using the embedding, we show that the virtual class equals the Euler class of a vector bundle on the smooth ambient space. As an application, we show that on P 2 , the expected count of the finite Quot scheme in [BGJ16] is its actual length. We also obtain a universality result for tautological integrals on the moduli space of stable pairs.
Introduction
Grothendieck's Quot scheme, which parametrizes quotients of a fixed coherent sheaf, is a fundamental object in moduli theory. Over projective curves, the study of Quot schemes has been very fruitful. Using intersection theory on Quot schemes, Marian and Oprea provided a finite-dimensional proof of the Verlinde formula [Mar07, MO07a, MO07c] and proved the strange duality conjecture over curves [MO07b] . One nice property of Quot schemes on curves is that when the fixed coherent sheaf is general, the Quot scheme is always of the expected dimension [Gol18] .
Over a smooth projective surface, general Quot schemes are not as well-behaved, contrary to the nice example of Hilbert schemes of points. Due to the possibility of torsion in the quotient, a Quot scheme on a surface will usually fail to be of the expected dimension. Nevertheless, inspired by Marian and Oprea's study of strange duality over curves, Bertram, the first author, and Johnson [BGJ16] used Quot schemes of expected dimension 0 to provide evidence of Le Potier's strange duality conjecture for del Pezzo surfaces. Also, in certain cases, the bad behavior of the Quot scheme can be offset by the existence of a virtual fundamental class [Sch12, MOP17, OP19] . Even when the Quot scheme is equipped with a virtual fundamental class, due to the complication of torsion, we do not know how to describe the class explicitly without using virtual localization (as in [MOP17] ). However, Pandharipande and Thomas's study [PT09, PT14] of curve counting invariants on CalabiYau 3-folds suggests to us that we can use stable pairs to get around the issue of torsion.
Let X be a smooth complex projective variety and V be a fixed coherent sheaf over X. A pair (F, α∶ V → F ), 1 consisting of a coherent sheaf F and a morphism α from V to F , is (limit) stable if F is pure and the dimension of the cokernel of α is strictly smaller than the dimension of F .
1
Compared to a quotient, we only require generic surjectivity for a stable pair, but we impose the purity condition on F . The second author [Lin18] showed that the moduli functor of equivalence classes of stable pairs is represented by a projective scheme, extending Kollár's work [Kol08] .
2
In this paper, we work in a setting similar to [BGJ16] , but we focus on stable pairs rather than the Quot scheme. Let X be a smooth projective surface over C and V be a locally free coherent sheaf on X. We let S V,k denote the moduli space of stable pairs of the form (I Z , α∶ V → I Z ), where Z is a 0-dimensional subscheme of X of length k and I Z is its ideal sheaf. Our first result is an embedding of S V,k into a smooth ambient space. Namely, letting P ∶= PHom(V, O X ) denote the projective space of lines in Hom(V, O X ) and X [k] be the Hilbert scheme of k points on X, there is a closed immersion
whose image is the zero locus of a section of the vector bundle
(Proposition 3.3). Here, π 1 and π 2 are the projection maps on P × X [k] and V * [k] denotes the usual integral transform (for the definition, see §2.2). Even when V is not locally free, we still have a similar statement (Remark 3.2). Our main result is that with some conditions on X and V , the moduli space S V,k has a virtual fundamental class that can be explicitly described using the embedding. Theorem 1.1. Let X be a smooth projective del Pezzo surface and V be a locally free sheaf over X. Suppose the dual V * has no higher cohomology. Then (a) the embedding ι induces a perfect obstruction theory that agrees with the usual deformationobstruction theory, which is similar to that of the Quot scheme; (b) the perfect obstruction theory in turn induces a virtual fundamental class, which agrees with the Euler class: in A χ(V * )−1−(rk V −2)k (P × X [k] ),
).
Here, χ(V * ) − 1 − (rk V − 2)k is the expected dimension of the moduli space S V,k .
If we impose an additional condition on V , namely that the zero locus of every nonzero cosection V → O X is 0-dimensional or empty, 3 then we get a close relationship between S V,k and the Quot scheme Quot(V, k) that parametrizes quotients V ↠ F in which F has rank 1, determinant O X , and second Chern class k. In particular, in the case when Quot(V, k) is 0-dimensional, we have an isomorphism S V,k ≅ Quot(V, k) (Proposition 5.4), and in this 1 By the dimension of a coherent sheaf, we mean the dimension of its support. 2 For small stability conditions on pairs, see [Wan15] . Stable pairs from a trivial vector bundle were also studied in [She11] .
3 Proposition 5.6 provides evidence that this is a reasonable condition. This condition also appears in [BGJ16] .
case the Euler class in the theorem computes the length of the Quot scheme ( †) #Quot(V, k) =
) (Proposition 6.6).
We then apply these results to the enumerative problem studied in [BGJ16] and pursued further by Johnson in [Joh18] . In the setting when Quot(V, k) is expected to be finite, the duals E of the kernels of the maps V ↠ F in the Quot scheme satisfy the orthogonality condition χ(X, E ⊗ F ) = 0, so there is an induced determinant line bundle O X [k] (Θ e ) on X [k] that depends only on e = ch(E). As shown in [BGJ16] , one expects that if the Quot scheme is indeed finite and if the determinant line bundle is sufficiently positive, then #Quot(V, k) = χ(X [k] , O X [k] (Θ e )) = h 0 (X [k] , O X [k] (Θ e )), but the method used in [BGJ16] to compute the length of the Quot scheme was not fully rigorous and was restricted to k ≤ 7. Johnson checked that ( ‡)
by comparing universal factorizations of generating series obtained from these numbers, and conjectured that this agreement holds in full generality (Conjecture 6.8). Combining ( †) and ( ‡) will give the desired equality, but we need to ensure that the conditions required for ( †) hold.
This raises a subtle question: in cases where the expected dimension is 0, is Quot(V, k) actually finite? This was proven in [BGJ16] for P 2 when V is a general stable sheaf of rank r ≥ 2 and the degree of V is sufficiently negative (Theorem 6.7). Other than the fact that V will in general fail to be locally free when r = 2, such V satisfies all of our assumptions, so we obtain Theorem 1.2. Assume 1 ≤ k ≤ 11, r ≥ 3, and d ≫ 0. Let V be a general stable sheaf on P 2 of rank r, degree −d, and second Chern class chosen to ensure that the expected dimension of Quot(V, k) is 0. Then
This result improves on [BGJ16] Theorem A for P 2 by extending the range of k from k ≤ 7 up to k ≤ 11 and making the count of the points of Quot(V, k) rigorous (see §6.3).
A few comments about the conditions in the theorem are in order. Finiteness of the Quot scheme is also expected to be true for other del Pezzo surfaces, which would allow the theorem to be generalized beyond P 2 . The condition k ≤ 11 appears because ( ‡) has only been confirmed in that range; this condition can be dropped if Johnson's Conjecture 6.8 can be proved.
This result is interesting for Le Potier's strange duality conjecture because if the kernels produced by the Quot scheme could be shown to be semistable, then it would imply that the strange duality map is injective in these cases.
Finally, as another application of Theorem 1.1, we study tautological integrals over S V,k , obtaining a universality statement (Proposition 7.2).
During the preparation of our manuscript, we learned about the beautiful arXiv preprint [OP19] by Oprea and Pandharipande. Their paper contained a study similar to ours. They studied dimension 0 and 1 quotients of a trivial vector bundle over a surface. In particular, in the case of dimension 0 quotients, they obtained a closed formula for the generating series of the virtual Euler characteristics of the Quot schemes, via the virtual localization formula.
We organize the paper as follows. In §2, we review some basic facts about rank-1 sheaves, the Hilbert scheme of points and the moduli space of stable pairs. In §3, we show that the moduli space S V,k of stable pairs can be embedded into a smooth ambient space as the zero locus of a section. In §4, we show that the embedding induces a perfect obstruction theory and a virtual fundamental class. Under some conditions on V , we compare the deformation-obstruction theory given by the embedding with the usual one, completing the proof of Theorem 1.1. In §5, we compare S V,k to the Quot scheme Quot(V, k) under an additional assumption on V . In particular, S V,k and Quot(V, k) are isomorphic when the Quot scheme is 0-dimensional. In §6, we explain how [BGJ16] used k-fold point formulas in an attempt to count the points of S V,k and relate k-fold points to stable pairs. We then review Le Potier's strange duality conjecture, explain the relevance of Quot schemes for strange duality, and prove Theorem 1.2. Finally, in §7, we use Theorem 1.1 to express tautological integrals on S V,k as integrals on X, which is a point of independent interest. Acknowledgement. The authors would like to thank Wanmin Liu and the Institute for Basic Science, Pohang, where the study was initiated. TG is grateful to the Korea Institute for Advanced Study for providing a good research environment and to Sreedhar Bhamidi and Bumsig Kim for their patient help. YL would like to thank the Korea Institute for Advanced Study and Cristina Manolache and Baosen Wu for helpful discussions. YL is supported by Grants 2017M620726 and 2018T11083 from China Postdoctoral Science Foundation.
Preliminaries
Let X be a smooth connected projective surface over C. Let V be a fixed torsion free coherent sheaf on X.
2.1. Sheaves of rank 1. A rank-1 coherent sheaf on X that is torsion free must be the tensor product of a line bundle and an ideal sheaf I Z of a 0-dimensional subscheme Z. When the rank-1 sheaf F is not necessarily torsion free, an analysis of the possible torsion subsheaves T of F shows that Lemma 2.1 ([BGJ16] Lemma 4.11). Let F be coherent sheaf on X of rank 1 with trivial determinant and c 2 (F ) = k ≥ 0. Then F must be one of the following:
(1) I Z , where Z has length k; (2) An extension 0 → T → F → I Z → 0, where T has 0-dimensional support and Z has length > k; (3) An extension 0 → T → F → O X (−C) ⊗ I Z → 0, where T has 1-dimensional support and C > 0 is an effective curve.
Since purity implies torsion freeness for sheaves of positive rank, we see that Lemma 2.2. Let F be a pure coherent sheaf on X of rank 1 with trivial determinant and c 2 (F ) = k ≥ 0. Then F ≅ I Z for Z of length k.
2.2.
Hilbert scheme of points. The Hilbert scheme of points on X, denoted X [k] , parametrizes 0-dimensional subschemes of length k on the surface X. It is an example of a Quot scheme. In contrast to general Quot schemes, the Hilbert scheme X [k] of points on a surface has particularly nice geometry. In particular, X [k] is nonsingular of dimension 2k [Fog68] . The study of Hilbert schemes of points on surfaces is a vast field. For an introduction, see the beautiful book [Nak99] .
There is a universal closed subscheme Z ⊂ X [k] × X and a universal short exact sequence
In particular, Z is flat and finite over X [k] . For a subscheme Z ⊂ X, the deformation space and the obstruction space are Hom(I Z , O Z ) and Ext
Here, I Z denotes the ideal sheaf and O Z denotes the structure sheaf. Recall that the deformation space is naturally isomorphic to the Zariski tangent space. There is a natural way to construct tautological sheaves on X [k] using O Z as the kernel for an integral transform. If E is a locally free coherent sheaf on X, then we define
, where π i are the projection maps on
, so the rank of the locally free sheaf E [k] is k times the rank of E.
2.3. Ext groups and relative Ext sheaves on X [k] . In this subsection, we mention a few computations on Hilbert schemes of points that will be used in the proofs in §4. 
Proof. The vanishing of the Ext 2 spaces follows from Serre duality by using the facts that I Z and O are stable, the canonical divisor of X is negative, and O Z is a torsion sheaf. Also, from the exact sequence 0 → I Z → O X → O Z → 0 and the vanishing of H 1 (X, O X ) due to X being del Pezzo, we get the exact sequence
Since Hom(I Z , I Z ) ≅ Hom(I Z , O X ) ≅ C and the last two nonzero spaces also have the same dimension, we get the result.
We can globalize the lemma using relative Ext sheaves. For a proper morphism of schemes f ∶ X → Y , the composition f * Hom(−, −), which we denote by Hom f (−, −), is a left exact functor of either argument from the category of coherent sheaves on X to the category of coherent sheaves on Y . We denote its ith derived functor R i (Hom f ) as Ext i f . In particular, R 0 (Hom f ) is Hom f . For coherent sheaves E and F on X, Ext i f (E, F ) is called the relative Ext sheaf. Note that the complex R(Hom f )(E, F ) is isomorphic to Rf * RHom(E, F ).
Indeed, to show that the natural transformation R(Hom f )(E, −) → Rf * RHom(E, −) is an isomorphism, it suffices to prove that Hom(E, −) takes injective sheaves on X to f * -adapted sheaves on Y ([Huy06, Proposition 2.58]). If I is an injective sheaf on X, then Hom(E, I) is flabby and hence Hom f (E, I) is also flabby ([KS94, Proposition 2.4.6 (vii),(ii)]), and flabby sheaves have vanishing higher cohomology ([Har77] Proposition 2.5).
We have the following base change theorem for relative Ext sheaves. For coherent sheaves E, F on X, we write E y and F y for the restriction of these sheaves to the fiber X y of f over a point y ∈ Y .
Theorem 2.4 ([Lan83] Theorem 1.4). Let f ∶ X → Y be a flat projective morphism of noetherian schemes over a field k and E and F be coherent sheaves on X, flat over Y . Let y ∈ Y be a point and assume the base change morphism 
. Letting F denote any one of these sheaves, we know from Lemma 2.3 and its proof that Ext
. Thus τ 2 (Z) is surjective, hence an isomorphism, hence Ext 2 π 1 (I Z , F ) ≅ 0, which in particular is locally free. So τ 1 (Z) is surjective, hence an isomorphism, and since the dimension of Ext 2.4. Stable pairs. Fix an ample line bundle O X (1) on X. A pair (F, α∶ V → F ) consisting of a coherent sheaf F on X and a morphism V → F is (limit) stable if F is pure and the dimension of the cokernel of α is strictly smaller than the dimension of F . Two pairs
If we fix the rank, determinant, and second Chern class of F , then there is a projective fine moduli space S parametrizing equivalent classes of stable pairs with these fixed invariants [Lin18, Theorem 1.1]. In particular, there is a universal family on
where V is in degree 0 and F is in degree 1. There is a distinguished triangle
If we fix only the Hilbert polynomial of F without fixing the determinant, the deformation space and the obstruction space are Hom(J • , F ) and Ext 1 (J • , F ) respectively. But we are fixing the determinant, so we shall take the traceless part. It means the following. There are natural maps Ext
The second map is the trace map. We denote the kernel of the composition above by Ext
, which is called the traceless part. Then, the deformation space and the obstruction space are
respectively. We note that if X is a del Pezzo surface, Hom(J • , F ) 0 = Hom(J • , F ) and Ext
Lemma 2.7. The cohomology group Ext
Proof. Let Q be the cokernel of α. Because Q is a torsion sheaf and F is torsion free, Hom(Q, F ) = 0. Hence, the morphism Hom(F,
Applying the functor Hom(−, F ) to (1), we have the long exact sequence
In this paper, we focus on the case where rk F = 1, det F ≅ O X , and c 2 (F ) = k ≥ 0. Since F is pure, Lemma 2.2 implies that F is an ideal sheaf I Z of a 0-dimensional subscheme Z ⊂ X of length k.
Embedding of S V,k into a smooth ambient space
Let X be a smooth connected complex projective surface and V be a fixed torsion free coherent sheaf on X. Let S V,k denote the moduli space of stable pairs (I Z , α∶ V → I Z ), where Z is a 0-dimensional subscheme of X of length k.
In this section, we show that S V,k can be embedded into a smooth ambient space.
3.1. S V,0 is a projective space. When k = 0, equivalence classes of stable pairs are evidently in bijection with points of the projective space
of lines in Hom(V, O X ), and this bijection is in fact an isomorphism of schemes. Another way of saying this is that one can view P as the fine moduli space for families of nonzero maps V → O X .
Proposition 3.1. S V,0 ≅ P.
Proof. There is a flat family π *
. This family induces a morphism P → S V,0 , which is clearly a bijection on closed points. To show that this morphism is an isomorphism, it suffices to show that S V,0 is smooth.
Taking
is the kernel of the connecting morphism δ in the exact sequence
Here, we have identified Ext
Since the kernel of δ is isomorphic to the cokernel of ○α, its dimension is independent of the choice of the closed point and equals dim S V,0 = dim P. Thus S V,0 is smooth. (Note that this description of the tangent space is visibly the same as the tangent space of P.)
3.2. Description of S V,k as the zero locus of a section. The above description of S V,0 can be generalized to all S V,k as follows. We will realize the moduli space S V,k of stable pairs as the zero locus of a section of a coherent sheaf on a smooth scheme. As above, let P = PHom(V, O X ). Over P × X, we have the universal family
, and recall that there is a short exact sequence 0
where the bottom row is exact. (We have omitted the notation for pull-backs.) Note that π *
. Considering the cokernel of ψ ○ φ, let Z 0 ⊂ P×X [k] be the closed subscheme, which is the flattening stratum with the maximum Hilbert polynomial k. Then, over Z 0 ×X, the restriction of φ in (4) factors through π * 1 O P (1)⊗π * 23 I Z . This induces a family over Z 0 × X:
(On the left, π 2 is the projection Z 0 × X → X, while on the right, π i denote the projection maps to the factors of P×X [k] ×X.) Moreover, assuming that V is locally free, the morphism ψ ○ φ induces a sectionσ
Pushing forward this section along π 12 , we obtain
By considering stalks, we know that the section σ vanishes exactly along Z 0 , so we denote Z 0 as Z(σ).
Remark 3.2. In the case when V is not locally free, we can still exhibit Z 0 as the zero locus of a section of a locally free sheaf. For this, we choose any quotientṼ ↠ V withṼ locally free. Then, replacing V byṼ and φ by the compositionṼ ↠ V φ → π * 1 O P (1) (which has the same image as φ), the same construction will exhibit Z 0 as the zero locus of a section of
, and the following proposition will still hold. But we will consider only the locally free case in later sections.
Proposition 3.3. The scheme Z(σ) is isomorphic to S V,k and (5) is the universal family.
Proof. We will prove that Z(σ) equipped with the universal familyα represents the moduli functor S V,k of stable pairs.
Let α T ∶ π * 2 V → F T be a flat family of stable pairs parametrized by T , with the fixed invariants. Then F T is a family of ideal sheaves of k points flat over T . It induces a morphism
where the composition is nontrivial on each fiber over T . Here, π 1 and π 2 denote the projection maps on T × X. We therefore obtain a morphism η P ∶ T → P such that L T is the pull-back of O P (1). We thus have a morphism
The restriction of α T to a closed point of T is a map α∶ V → I Z , and the image of this closed point under η is
From the definition of η, it is clear thatη * (ψ ○ φ) =η * ψ ○η * φ = 0 over fibers. Thus, η factors through Z 0 = Z(σ) according to the universal property of flattening stratification. Moreover, α T is the pull-back ofα viaη.
So, we have defined a map
There is also a map
, which is given by pulling backα. We have seen that υ T ○ τ T equals identity.
To complete the proof, we show that τ T ○ υ T is the identity. Let η 1 ∈ Mor(T, Z(σ)) and η 2 = τ T ○ υ T (η 1 ). Then, their images under υ T are the same. Namely, lettingη i = η i × id X , there is an isomorphism
commuting υ T (η 1 ) and υ T (η 2 ). (We are omitting some pull-backs again.) According to the next lemma,η * 1 O P (1) ≅η * 2 O P (1), as they are the double duals of the sheaves in (7). So, η 1 and η 2 induce the same morphism to P. Combined with (7), this implies that they induce the same morphism to X [k] as well. Thus, η 1 = η 2 .
Lemma 3.4. We have an isomorphismη * 1 O P (1) ≅η * 2 O P (1) extending (7). Proof. Over T × X, we have short exact sequences
has relative dimension 0 over T . According to Grothendieck-Verdier duality,
is a locally free sheaf, the right side is quasi-isomorphic to a sheaf over T . The cohomology sheaves of the left side are isomorphic to
Thus, by comparing degrees, we see that
to denote the map constructed in the proof above, which is a embedding and induces the isomorphism between S V,k and Z(σ). We denote the two induced maps to the factors by ι P and ι X [k] . In [KT14a, KT14b] , the authors use a similar embedding to study the moduli space of stable pairs and related deformation-obstruction theories, with applications towards curve counting invariants. Their stable pairs are of the form (F, s∶ O X → F ) where F has dimension 1.
The perfect obstruction theory and the virtual fundamental class
In this section, we assume that X is a smooth projective del Pezzo surface over C and V is a locally free coherent sheaf such that V * has no higher cohomology. We prove Theorem 1.1 in this section.
In §4.1, we show that there are no higher obstructions and calculate the expected dimension, using the deformation-obstruction theory in §2.4. In §4.2, we show that the embedding ι induces a 2-term complex of vector bundles concentrated at degrees −1 and 0 E
and a natural morphism to the truncated cotangent complex of S V,k . This morphism is a perfect obstruction theory and in turn defines a virtual fundamental class. Let
be the complex over S V,k × X positioned at degrees 0 and 1. In §4.3, we show that there is a quasi-isomorphism from the dual complex
The term on the right is closely related to the deformation-obstruction theory in §2.4. We show that Rπ 1 * RHom(J • , F ) is compatible with the deformation-obstruction theory (14) given by the embedding. In this section, we often omit notations for pull-backs along projections.
4.1. Vanishing of higher obstruction spaces. The existence of a virtual fundamental class is predicted by the vanishing of higher obstruction spaces Ext 2 (J • , I Z ) for every ideal sheaf I Z of k points. Since V * has no higher cohomology,
Then from the sequence (3), we see that Ext
The expected dimension is now given by
4.2. The perfect obstruction theory and the virtual fundamental class. The embedding ι yields an exact sequence
We describe more explicitly (the dual of) the first morphism. Let W be the geometric vector bundle associated to the locally free sheaf
. With slight abuse of notation, we view the section σ in (6) as a geometric section of the vector bundle W over P × X [k] . More concretely, on closed points, σ sends
where the fiber of
Here, we do have unambiguous choices of representatives s and q, which are given by φ and ψ in (4). Let π∶ W → P × X [k] be the projection and T π W the relative tangent bundle. Then, we have the exact sequence of tangent bundles on W
Restricted to the zero section of W , which we denote as 0(P × X [k] ), the sequence splits, providing a surjection
Then, in terms of sheaves, the first morphism in (10) is the dual of the composition of the restrictions
Z(σ) . We next explain that the composition (11) can be obtained from some natural exact sequences. The geometric section σ is defined by compositions with s∶ V → O X and q∶ O X → O Z on two components. (Recall that, for a point in Z(σ), α factors through I Z , so the composition is 0.) This is also the effect on tangent vectors. Since the composition over
Z(σ) . Furthermore, we can view it as
. There is also a natural map
induced by π * 2 V → F , which we can view as
Z(σ) . Then, the composition (11) is the combination of (12) and (13). To make this fact more transparent, the appendix includes a description of the restrictions of (11) to fibers, using deformations over the dual numbers.
Let L S V,k denote the cotangent complex of S V,k and t ≥−1 L S V,k be the truncation. Let I be the ideal sheaf of S V,k in P × X [k] . The description of S V,k as the zero locus Z(σ) provides a natural morphism φ of complexes concentrated in degrees −1 and 0, (14) 
). To see that the cohomology of the restriction of this complex to fibers at a point p = (I Z , α∶ V → I Z ) of S V,k agrees with the deformation and obstruction spaces, we use a simple base change argument. Namely, consider the base change diagram
Since π 1 is flat, the natural transformation of derived functors 
The second isomorphism comes from RΓRHom(E • , −) ≅ RHom(E • , −) for any E • , which follows from [Huy06, Proposition 2.58] since if I • is a complex of injective sheaves, then
. Taking cohomology of both sides of (16) gives the result.
We will now complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 by showing that there is a quasiisomorphism (8) between the complex considered above and the complex obtained from the embedding. We use π 1 , π 2 to denote the projection maps on Z(σ) × X. Unless otherwise specified, the subscheme Z will denote the pull-back of the universal subscheme to P × X [k] × X followed by the restriction to Z(σ) × X.
Z(σ) } obtained by combining (12) and (13).
Proof. The idea is to apply Rπ 1 * RHom(−, F ) to the distinguished triangle
and then explicitly compute the cone ofα. To represent the relevant maps in the derived category by chain maps, we use a resolution for the left F in the first term that admits a lift of the mapα, and then compute the first two complexes using the exact sequence 0 → I Z → O → O Z → 0 on the second copy of F . To begin, note that the codomain ofα is the shift by [−1] of the cone of the map
Next, we choose a locally free resolution
lifts to B⊗O P (1) and the higher cohomologies of the fibers of A * and B * over Z(σ) vanish. This can be done as follows. We take a resolution 0 → A ′ → B ′ → I Z → 0 on X [k] × X that is sufficiently negative on fibers over X [k] (as in the proof of Proposition 3.8 of [Leh04] ). We pull this back to P × X [k] × X and restrict it to Z(σ) × X. Then we take B ∶= B ′ ⊕ (π * 2 V ⊗ O P (−1)) with the map B → I Z induced from B ′ → I Z andα. This ensures thatα will lift to B ⊗ O P (1). Let A be the kernel of B → I Z . There is a chain map on Z(σ) × X from the original resolution 0 → A ′ → B ′ → I Z → 0 to the new resolution 0 → A → B → I Z → 0, and the snake lemma implies that A is an extension of π * 2 V ⊗ O P (−1) by A ′ . A similar statement is true on fibers over Z(σ). Thus, since π * 2 V * , (A ′ ) * , and (B ′ ) * have vanishing higher cohomology on fibers over Z(σ), the same is true for A * and B * .
We will use this map π * 2 V → B ⊗ O P (1), which allows us to viewα as a chain map
to explicitly describeα. We dualize the resolution (19) to get I 
In fact, the cone splits. By Proposition 2.5 and Remark 2.6, we see that the kernels of the horizontal maps in (21) are
and the map between them is 0. Moreover, the cokernels are isomorphic:
. By the following lemma, this implies that the cone splits as the direct sum O ⊕ T X [k] Z(σ) [−1] by the natural inclusion maps; namely, the complexes defined by the first two columns in (22) below are quasi-isomorphic.
We represent Rπ 1 * RHom(F , F ) by the split complex. Then the mapα is the chain map obtained by composing the inclusion of the split complex into the cone of (21) with the natural chain map to the cone of (18), as summarized in the following diagram:
The chain map from the second column to the third column is obtained by dualizing (20), tensoring by O or O Z respectively, and applying π 1 * . Thus, the composition in the first row is the map Hom π 1 (F , O P (1)) → Hom π 1 (π * 2 V, O P (1)), which is the (restriction of the) universal line from P, since it is the push-forward of the natural map O → π * 2 V * ⊗ O(1) induced byα. The composition in the second row is
, which is exactly the map (13). So, taking the cone of the composition in (22) gives the result.
If f 0 induces the zero map on cohomology and f 1 induces an isomorphism on cohomology, then the natural chain map
is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. We can represent the cone as
Surjectivity of the second map in the cone follows from the fact that f 1 is surjective on cohomology. The fact that f 0 induces the zero map on cohomology implies that the kernel of the first map in the cone is still ker a. Thus there is a chain map
where the vertical maps are just the natural inclusions into A 0 and B 0 and we write β ∶= [f 1 b]. We claim that this chain map is a quasi-isomorphism. The left vertical map on cohomology is clearly an isomorphism. It suffices to prove that ker β splits as ker b ⊕ (A 0 ker a). By the snake lemma, the commutative diagram
and since f 1 is injective on cohomology, the kernel of A 1 → coker b is exactly im a. The map ker β → im a together with im a ≅ A 0 ker a ↪ ker β yields the desired splitting.
Remark 4.3. Let us consider taking an elementary modification W of V by a pure dimension 1 sheaf. Then, W is also locally free. If W has no higher cohomology either, with this description of the virtual fundamental class, a formula relating the virtual fundamental classes is immediate.
Comparing moduli of stable pairs and Quot schemes
In this section, we explore the relationship between the moduli of stable pairs S V,k and the Quot scheme Quot(V, k) (defined below). The connection between these two spaces is especially close if we assume that the zero locus of every nonzero map V → O X is 0-dimensional, which we state more simply as (23) V has no cosections that vanish on curves.
To justify making such an assumption, we explain how to construct sheaves V satisfying (23), and we also ensure that the conditions assumed in previous sections (V is locally free, V * has vanishing higher cohomology), but which are not necessary in this section, can be guaranteed. But first, we make an observation about the condition (23). Using the fact that any torsion free rank-1 sheaf on X is the tensor product of a line bundle and an ideal sheaf of points, together with the fact that ideal sheaves of points and negative line bundles have inclusions into O X , we easily see that Lemma 5.1. The following conditions on V are equivalent:
(1) V has no cosections that vanish on curves.
(2) The image of any nonzero map V → I Z is an ideal sheaf of a 0-dimensional subscheme. (3) There is no nonzero morphism V → O X (−D) for any effective divisor D > 0. 5.1. Stable pairs and quotients. Grothendieck [Gro61] showed that for fixed V , there is a projective fine moduli space of quotients of V with fixed invariants, called the Quot scheme. Let Quot(V, k) denote the Quot scheme whose closed points correspond to surjective maps V ↠ F , where F is a coherent sheaf with rk (F ) = 1, det(F ) = O X , and
denote the open subscheme of quotients V ↠ F such that F is pure. Then U V,k is isomorphic to the open subscheme of S V,k consisting of stable pairs in which the map is surjective (we denote this subscheme by U V,k as well). Thus S V,k and Quot(V, k) can be viewed as two (usually different) compactifications of U V,k . When X is del Pezzo and the higher obstructions for the Quot scheme vanish, Quot(V, k) has the same expected dimension as S V,k , as computed in (9).
One advantage of working with the Quot scheme is that its recursive structure can be exploited to prove results like Lemma 5.2. Let r = rk V ≥ 2 and suppose every component of
Proof. Assume for contradiction that there is a quotient β∶ V ↠ F with ch(F ) = (1, 0, −k−ℓ) and ℓ > d r . Since F has rank one, its fibers are generically one-dimensional. Let Z be any collection of ℓ distinct points at which the fibers of F are one-dimensional. For each p ∈ Z, let K p denote the kernel of β(p)∶ V (p) ↠ F (p). Then quotients K p ↠ C are in bijection with surjective maps V (p) ↠ F (p) ⊕ C that extend β(p), and these quotients are parametrized by P(K * p ) ≅ P r−2 . Thus, for each Z, there is an ℓ(r − 2)-dimensional family of quotients V ↠ F ⊕ O Z . But there is a 2ℓ-dimensional family of choices of Z, so altogether we get an ℓr-dimensional family of quotients (as a Grassmann bundle) that must be a subscheme of Quot(V, k). This is a contradiction.
Remark 5.3. Two immediate consequences of the lemma are (1) Quot(V, k) is empty for all k ≫ 0 and (2) if Quot(V, k) is empty, then Quot(V, k + ℓ) is empty for all ℓ ≥ 0. Now, assume that V satisfies the condition (23). This guarantees that for every closed point of S V,k , the image of V → I Z is an ideal sheaf of points. It also ensures that for every closed point V ↠ F of Quot(V, k), F is an extension of a zero-dimensional torsion sheaf by an ideal sheaf of points. Thus every closed point in S V,k or Quot(V, k) induces a closed point of U V,k+ℓ for some ℓ ≥ 0, as follows: for S V,k , replace the target sheaf by the image; for Quot(V, k), replace the target sheaf by its torsion-free quotient. Combining this observation with the previous lemma, we conclude the following: 
Proof. (a) As mentioned above, a closed point of S V,k or Quot(V, k) induces a point of U V,k+ℓ for some ℓ ≥ 0. But such a point can be used to construct a point of both S V,k (by embedding one ideal sheaf in another) and Quot(V, k) (by adding torsion to the quotient).
(b) Every closed point in S V,k or Quot(V, k) that is in the complement of U V,k induces a point of U k+ℓ for some ℓ > 0, but the assumption, (a), and Remark 5.3 ensure that U k+ℓ is empty for all ℓ > 0. Thus
(c) By the previous lemma, Quot(V, k + ℓ) is empty for all ℓ > 0. Then apply (b).
5.2.
Constructing V with good properties. Since local freeness is one of the conditions we imposed on V in §4, we will state the results in this subsection in terms of the dual sheaf V * . Note that V has no cosections vanishing on curves if and only if V * has no sections vanishing on curves.
Proposition 5.5. Let X be a del Pezzo surface. Let r ≥ 2, let L be a globally-generated line bundle on X with vanishing higher cohomology, and let W be a general 0-dimensional subscheme of X of length w. Define V * as a general extension
, then there are non-split extensions and a general extension is locally free;
, then V * has vanishing higher cohomology; (c) if the linear system of curves in PH 0 (X, L) that contain W has no additional base points, then V * is globally generated.
L ⊗ ω X has vanishing higher cohomology by Kodaira vanishing and W is general. Thus there are non-split extensions. Similarly, the inequality
satisfies the Cayley-Bacharach property. It follows that a general extension is locally free.
(b) Since L has vanishing higher cohomology, W is general, and w ≤ χ(L), L ⊗ I W also has vanishing higher cohomology, and the same is true for O X since X is del Pezzo. This implies that V * has vanishing higher cohomology.
(c) The assumptions ensure that V * is an extension of globally generated sheaves, hence is globally generated.
This method of constructing V * is quite natural: If V * is globally generated of rank r, then a general choice of r − 1 sections of V * yields a short exact sequence 0
Proposition 5.6. Assume X = P 2 . Let r ≥ 2, d ≥ 1, and
Let W ⊂ P 2 be a general 0-dimensional subscheme of length w. Then a general extension
is locally free and globally generated, has vanishing higher cohomology, and has no nonzero sections vanishing on curves.
Proof. Local freeness and vanishing higher cohomology follow immediately from the previous proposition. Nets of degree d curves defined by imposing general base points have no further base points by Lemma 5.7 (this is true even for pencils when d = 1, 2), so V * is globally generated. Tensoring the short exact sequence by O P 2 (−1) and taking cohomology yields
and the latter is 0 due to the condition w ≥ d+1 2
sections that vanish on lines, hence it has no sections that vanish on curves.
denote the complete linear series, which has dimension s = d+2 2 − 1. Let p 1 , . . . , p s−2 be general points in P 2 . Then the linear series δ(p 1 , . . . , p s−2 ) of curves of degree d that contain all the p i has no other base points.
Proof. Let C be a general smooth curve of degree d that contains all the p i . Since C is general and the p i are general in P 2 , the p i are also general in C. The restriction δ C of δ to C is very ample on C and has dimension s − 1 . If δ(p 1 , . . . , p s−2 ) has an additional base point q, then q ∈ C, and for all divisors D ∈ δ C containing all the p i , D also contains q. But since the p i are general in C, this implies that the scheme V s−2 s−1 (δ C ) of effective divisors in C of degree s − 1 that fail to impose independent conditions on δ C has dimension ≥ s − 2. This contradicts a generalization of the trisecant lemma, which states that dim V e−1
When X is a del Pezzo surface, the condition that V * should have no sections vanishing on curves can be guaranteed by choosing the lower bound on w with respect to a basis of the effective cone of X. This is not difficult to do, but as it requires a case-by-case analysis, we have not provided precise bounds. A similar upper bound for w could also be established for a general del Pezzo surface.
Application to strange duality
In this section, we review how counting the points of finite Quot schemes can be part of a strategy for proving Le Potier's strange duality conjecture. We then explain how k-fold point formulas were used in [BGJ16] to obtain "expected" counts of Quot schemes, and we discuss how the moduli spaces of stable pairs relate to the loci of k-fold points that appear in the construction used in [BGJ16] . Finally, we use Theorem 1.1 to count finite Quot schemes in this context, which, in combination with results in [BGJ16] and [Joh18] , allows us to prove Theorem 1.2. 6.1. Strange duality. One source of motivation to count points of finite Quot schemes comes from Le Potier's strange duality conjecture. Suppose X is a del Pezzo surface. Let e, f ∈ H * (X, Q) be cohomology classes such that χ(e ∪ f ) = 0. For sheaves E and F with ch(E) = e and ch(F ) = f , this condition says that (24)
Let M(e) and M(f ) denote the moduli spaces of semistable coherent sheaves on X with Chern characters e and f , respectively. Assuming that these moduli spaces are nonempty and satisfy several mild technical conditions, the "jumping locus"
has the structure of a Cartier divisor. Then we can restrict Θ to general fibers π
and Θ E ⊂ M(f ). Since the Picard group of X is discrete, we expect the Picard groups of the moduli spaces to be discrete. In this case, the corresponding line bundles, which are called determinant line bundles, are independent of the choice of fiber, so we denote them by O M (e) (Θ f ) and O M (f ) (Θ e ). By the seesaw lemma, there is an isomorphism
, so the Künneth formula implies that
The divisor Θ determines a unique (up to scaling) section of this line bundle, which induces a linear map
called the strange duality map. One can check that this map sends the evaluation map ev [F ] to a scalar multiple of the section s F corresponding to the divisor Θ F .
Conjecture 6.1 (Le Potier's strange duality). SD e,f is an isomorphism.
Few cases of this conjecture have been proved, even on P 2 . For a sample of results related to strange duality, consult [Dan01, Yua16, Yua17, Yua18, GY19, MO13, MO14, BMOY17].
6.2. Relevance of Quot schemes to strange duality. Assuming a general sheaf in M(e) is locally free, let V be a sheaf with Chern character e * +f , where we assume χ(e∪f ) = 0 as in the previous subsection. Consider the Quot scheme Quot(V, f ) parametrizing quotients V ↠ F with ch(F ) = f . A point of the Quot scheme yields a short exact sequence 0 →Ẽ → V → F → 0.
The orthogonality condition χ(E ⊗ F ) = 0 implies that
and (assuming Ext 
is an isomorphism. Thus, in this setting, strange duality reduces to the numerical statement Conjecture 6.2. In the setting above, suppose Quot(V, f ) is finite and reduced. Then
As in [BGJ16] , we study the case when f = ch(I Z ), where Z is a 0-dimensional subscheme of length k. In this case, M(f ) = X [k] , and we abbreviate the notation for the Quot scheme by writing k instead of f = ch(I Z ).
6.3. Quot schemes and k-fold points. Motivated by strange duality, Bertram, the first author, and Johnson [BGJ16] attempted to count the points of the Quot schemes Quot(V, k) on del Pezzo surfaces in cases where these Quot schemes have expected dimension 0. If the Quot scheme is indeed 0-dimensional, then every quotient is an ideal sheaf, and one expects that every quotient is an ideal sheaf of a reduced scheme. Then each point [V ↠ I Z ] corresponds to a section O X → V * that vanishes at the k distinct points Z.
In order to count sections of V * that vanish at k distinct points, the authors make use of k-fold point formulas. Assuming that V * is globally generated and has vanishing higher cohomology, there is a short exact sequence
The closed points of P(G), the projective bundle of lines in the fibers of the locally free sheaf G, are of the form ([s], p) , where s is a section of V * and p is a point at which s vanishes. There is a map
obtained by forgetting the point of the base X, and a section O X → V * that vanishes at k distinct points Z corresponds exactly to a point of PH 0 (X, V * ) at which the fiber of g consists of k reduced points. A point of PH 0 (X, V * ) with this property is called a k-fold point of g. In general, if g∶ M → N denotes a holomorphic map of complex manifolds, then the set of k-fold points of g is defined as
q has exactly k distinct preimages p 1 , . . . , p k and g is an immersion at each p i ⊂ N.
There are universal formulas that compute the cohomology class [N k ] of the closure of N k (in the analytic topology) in terms of Chern classes of the map g, but the most general formulas require g to be suitably generic in a real analytic sense, which tends to be impossible to check for a holomorphic or algebraic map (in the literature, it is common practice to assume genericity). These formulas can be explicitly computed for k ≤ 7 by a method of Marangell and Rimanyi [MR10] , but there is a serious difficulty in moving past k = 7 because the classification of the possible singularities of the map g is no longer discrete. Returning to the map g∶ P(G) → PH 0 (X, V * ) defined above, the fact that Quot(V, k) has expected dimension 0 implies that the set of k-fold points of g has expected dimension 0 (we use the fact that V * has vanishing higher cohomology to ensure that PH 0 (X, V * ) has the expected dimension). The authors compute k-fold point formulas for k ≤ 7 in this setting to obtain an expected count of the sections of V * that vanish at k points (the word "expected" relates to the fact that genericity of g cannot be checked) and thus also an expected count of the points of Quot(V, k).
6.4. Stable pairs and k-fold points. In this subsection, we explain a close relationship between the sets of k-fold points of the map g∶ P(G) → PH 0 (X, V * ) from the previous subsection and the spaces of stable pairs S V,k . In order to keep track of k in the notation, we write ι P,k ∶ S V,k → P for the maps that were previously denoted ι P .
Since sections of V * that vanish at a point are dual to cosections of V that vanish at a point, a simple first observation is that S V,1 ≅ P(G). Moreover, g coincides with ι P,1 ∶ S V,1 → P.
Remark 6.3. More generally, suppose V * is (k − 1)-very ample, namely that the map
(for example, 0-very ampleness is equivalent to global generation). Let G k denote the kernel of the latter map.
Then one can show that S V,k is isomorphic to P(G k ), the projective bundle of lines in the fibers of G k .
Lemma 6.4. Over a closed point [s∶ V → O X ] ∈ P with im s = I W , the fiber of ι P,k ∶ S V,k → P is isomorphic to S I W ,k . Furthermore, it is isomorphic to W [k] , which is the Hilbert scheme of length k closed subschemes of W .
Proof. Set-theoretically, a point in the fiber of ι P,k over s is a pair V → I Z such that the composition V → I Z ↪ O X is s. Since I W is the image of s, this induces a map I W → I Z , which is exactly a point of S I W ,k . Such a map of ideal sheaves must be an inclusion, so Z ⊂ W , and it is equivalent to a surjective map O W ↠ O Z . Thus the fiber, S I W ,k , and W [k] all coincide as sets. To obtain these identifications at the level of schemes, one can compare the fiber with S I W ,k using arguments similar to the proof of Proposition 3.3, and one can compare S I W ,k with W [k] by using the universal properties of stable pairs and of the Hilbert scheme.
Applying the lemma to ι P,1 , we see that a k-fold point of ι P,1 is exactly a cosection s∶ V → O X whose image is an ideal sheaf of k distinct points. Thus, the set of k-fold points of ι P,1 is the image
is the open subscheme of surjective maps V → I Z where Z is reduced. Moreover, we can conclude that:
Then the set-theoretic image of ι P,k ∶ S V,k → P is equal to the closure of the set of k-fold points of ι P,1 ∶ S V,1 → P.
Proof. We have already observed that the set of k-fold points of ι P,1 is equal to ι P,k (U ′ V,k ). Since ι P,k is proper, it is closed as a map of the underlying topological spaces, hence Since the image of ι P,k ∶ S V,k → P has a natural scheme structure, we can view the proposition as a way to equip the closure of the locus of k-fold points of ι P,1 with a scheme structure.
As we have noted, the cohomology class of the closure of the set of k-fold points is only well-behaved if the map ι P,1 is suitably generic, which we are unable to check. Even if we know that the set of k-fold points is finite, we still cannot guarantee that the k-fold point formula will correctly count the points. On the other hand, the virtual class of S V,k is both computable and is guaranteed to agree with the fundamental class of S V,k when S V,k is smooth. In the next subsection, we use these virtual classes as a rigorous way to count the points of finite Quot schemes. 6.5. Counting points of finite Quot schemes. Assuming that V is locally free, we have constructed a closed embedding
where r = rk (V ) and h is the the hyperplane class on P. Motivated by the connection between S V,k and the locus of k-fold points of ι P,1 described above, we push forward this class to P under the projection map π 1 and get
In cases where k(r − 2) ≤ dim P, this number
can be interpreted as the degree of the pushforward of the virtual class (which is a replacement for the degree of the k-fold point class considered in [BGJ16] ). In cases where S V,k is finite and reduced, we can use this formula to count its points. We thus obtain a rigorous statement of the connection between N V,k and counts of finite Quot schemes that was observed by Johnson in [Joh18] .
Proposition 6.6. Suppose V is locally free and has no cosections vanishing on curves and that the expected dimension of Quot(V, k) is zero. If Quot(V, k) is indeed finite and reduced, then
Proof. In this case Quot(V, k) ≅ S V,k (Proposition 5.4), so S V,k is smooth of the expected dimension 0. Thus its virtual class coincides with the fundamental class.
6.6. Proof of Theorem 1.2. In order to apply Proposition 6.6, we need to know that the Quot scheme is finite and reduced in cases when the expected dimension is 0. The main result in this direction is on P 2 , though it is expected to hold in greater generality. A simple computation shows that in this case,
which is greater than 
The next step is to relate these integrals
to the Euler characteristics of the relevant determinant line bundles. For this, we can work on any surface X. Let f denote the Chern character of an ideal sheaf of k points (rank 1, determinant O X , second Chern class k), let V be any vector bundle such that Quot(V, k) has expected dimension 0, and set e * = ch(V ) − f , which is the Chern character of the kernels of the surjective maps that are parametrized by Quot(V, k). The Quot scheme has expected dimension 0 exactly when χ(e ∪ f ) = 0, and in this setting, Johnson conjectured that Conjecture 6.8 ([Joh18] Conjecture 3.1).
Johnson verified the conjecture computationally for k ≤ 11 ( [Joh18] mentions only k ≤ 6) and it is expected to hold for all k.
Thus, combining Theorem 6.7 for P 2 , the known cases of Conjecture 6.8 (k ≤ 11), and the fact that the higher cohomology of the determinant line bundles vanishes for d ≫ 0 ([BGJ16] Corollary 2.3), we complete the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Note that Theorem 1.2 gives the equality of the first and third quantities in Conjecture 6.2. However, we do not know how to relate these quantities to the number of sections of the determinant line bundle on M(e).
Application to tautological integrals
In this section, as a direct application of Theorem 1.1, we study the virtual integrals of polynomials in tautological classes over the moduli space S V,k . As before, let J • denote the complex {π * 2 V α → F } on S V,k × X, positioned at degrees 0 and 1. As usual we use π 1 , π 2 to denote the projection maps onto the two factors. For a vector bundle Λ over X, we consider the integral transform In the Grothendieck K-group K(S V,k ), it equals
So, IT(Λ) is a pull-back from P × X [k] . If P is a polynomial in the Chern classes of IT(Λ), then by Theorem 1.1, Theorem 7.1 (Ellingsrud-Göttsche-Lehn). Let P be a polynomial in the Chern classes of E [k] and the tangent bundle of X [k] . Then there is a universal polynomialP , depending on P , in the Chern classes of X, the rank of E and the Chern classes of E such that
Applying this theorem to (26) yields the following universality statement. proves that the description of the global map (11) given in §4.2 is correct since that description agrees with the fiberwise calculation given here on all fibers. We will also show that the kernel and the cokernel of (27) are Hom(J • , I Z ) and Ext
respectively. Let T = Spec C[ǫ] ǫ 2 . To describe (27), we will view spaces in (27) as Zariski tangent spaces and describe elements in them as morphisms from T . Furthermore, since P and X [k] are fine moduli spaces, tangent vectors over P × X Pushing forward along the projection T × X → X, we view the diagram above as one over X. Then, O T ×X splits as O X ⊕ ǫO X on X. We consider the composition
Here, the second inclusion is into the first summand. Viewing these maps as a path through the diagram from the I Z in the bottom-left corner to Q, we see that the composition is 0 modulo ǫ. This completes the calculation of the map (27).
We now compute the kernel of (27). The morphism γ is 0 if and only if V ↪ V ⊕ ǫVs → O T ×X factors through E in (28). Moreover, the composition ǫV s → ǫO X → Q factors through O Z and is thus 0 since s vanishes on Z, so in fact γ is zero if and only ifs factors through E. Since a map π * 2 V ≅ V ⊕ ǫV → E is a family of stable pairs over T , the kernel of (27) is isomorphic to the deformation space Hom(J • , I Z ).
Finally, we study the cokernel of (27). 
